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Abstract
Partial phase reconstruction based on a confidence domain has
recently been shown to provide improved signal reconstruction
performance in a single-channel source separation scenario. In
this paper, we replace the previous binarized fixed-threshold
confidence domain with a new signal-dependent one estimated
by employing a sinusoidal model to be applied on the estimated
magnitude spectrum of the underlying sources in the mixture.
We also extend the sinusoidal-based confidence domain into
Multiple Input Spectrogram Inversion (MISI) framework, and
we propose to re-distribute the remixing error at each iteration
on the sinusoidal-signal components. Our experiments on both
oracle and estimated spectra show that the proposed method
achieves improved separation results at a lower number of it-
erations, making it as a favorable choice for faster phase esti-
mation.
Index Terms: Iterative signal reconstruction, partial phase esti-
mation, sinusoidal model, single-channel source separation.

1. Introduction
Separating audio and speech mixtures is of great importance
in many practical applications to name a few: to design a ro-
bust automatic speech recognition system, speech transmission
in mobile telephony, and in enhancing the perceived signal qual-
ity of the desired signals recorded in adverse noise scenarios
such when corrupted with other sources or the reverberation in
the room.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of a typical single-
channel source separation algorithm composed of two stages:
amplitude spectrum estimation followed by signal reconstruc-
tion. Wiener filter is commonly used to provide the estimated
magnitude spectrum among other methods like binary mask,
non-negative matrix factorization [1], mixture estimation [2–6].
The estimated magnitude spectrum from the amplitude esti-
mation stage is then passed to the signal reconstruction stage,
where a phase spectrum is required to recover the time-domain
representation of each source. Many previous proposals for
single-channel source separation mainly focus on deriving op-
timal filters to enhance the magnitude spectra from a given
mixed signal (see stage 1 in Figure 1). However, recent stud-
ies [7–16], demonstrate that further improvement in separation
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Figure 1: Showing block diagram of a typical single-channel source
separation algorithm using Wiener filter for amplitude estimation (first
block), and iterative signal reconstruction (second block).

performance is achievable by replacing the mixture phase spec-
trum by an estimated one employed for reconstructing the sep-
arated signals (see stage 2 in Figure 1).

In this paper, we focus on the signal reconstruction stage
and propose to replace the fixed-threshold based confidence do-
main used in the partial phase reconstruction (PPR) presented
in [14] with a signal-dependent one. The new signal-dependent
confidence domain is estimated by applying a sinusoidal model
on the estimated individual source magnitude spectrum. We ex-
plore the effectiveness of the proposed approach for two scenar-
ios, with and without MISI. We evaluate the separation perfor-
mance obtained by the proposed method versus the state-of-the-
art for both oracle and quantized magnitude spectra. We further
report the convergence rate and the robustness of the phase es-
timation algorithms versus the amount of quantization error.

2. Previous Methods for Phase Estimation
for Single-channel Source Separation

2.1. Iterative Phase Reconstruction Using Griffin and Lim

From a chronological standpoint, Griffin and Lim were the first
ones to present a solution to recover the time-domain signal
from the modified magnitude spectrum only [17]. They sug-
gested to iteratively estimate the STFT which is closest to the
original one in a MMSE sense:

Ŝ(k) = G(|S|ei∠Ŝ(k−1)

), (1)

where function G(S) = STFT[STFT−1S] produces a consis-
tent STFT from any set of complex values, and k as iteration
index.

2.2. Multiple Input Spectrogram Inversion (MISI)

In [8], Gunawan and Sen suggested to incorporate the Griffin
and Lim iterative signal reconstruction approach inside a blind
source separation (BSS) framework. To this end, they proposed
to re-distribute the remixing error calculated at each iteration as
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the feedback to be used for the signal reconstruction in the next
iteration. They called this approach as “Multiple Input Spec-
trogram Inversion (MISI)” that distributes the remixing error
defined in the time-frequency domain as:

E = Y −
∑

j

Ŝj , (2)

where j is the index to refer to the jth underlying source and
we have j ∈ [1, J ] with J as the number of sources in the
observed mixtureY. The principle used in MISI is to distribute
the remixing error, E equally among the underlying sources,
leading to the jth modified source spectrum at the kth iteration
given as below

C
(k)
j = G(Ŝ

(k−1)
j ) +

E

J
. (3)

The phase spectrum updated as such is associated with the
Wiener filter estimate to produce the output separated signal
given as below

Ŝ
(k)
j = |Ŝ(0)

j |ei∠C
(k)
j (4)

The MISI-based phase reconstruction in [8] worked in full-
band and provided high separation performance given the or-
acle magnitude spectra of the sources. However, according to
the results presented in [7, 14], MISI leads to some degrada-
tion in performance as soon as the signal spectra are quantized
because the remixing error might be distributed on the silence
parts of the individual signal spectra.

2.3. Partial Phase reconstruction (PPR)

In [14], authors proposed to confine the iterative phase estima-
tion to a limited set of signal components (called confidence
domain) and suggested the following iterative signal reconstruc-
tion:

Ŝ
(k+1)
j =

{
|αjY |ej∠G(Ŝ

(k)
j ) for (n,m) /∈ Ωj

αjY for (n,m) ∈ Ωj

(5)

where Ωj = {(m,n)|αj(m,n) > τ} is defined as the confi-
dence domain with τ as a constant, with m and n as the fre-
quency and time indices. As reported in [14], PPR achieved
better separation results compared to standard Griffin and Lim.

2.4. Partial Phase Reconstruction for Informed Source Sep-
aration (ISSIR)

In [7], the authors suggested a phase estimation approach in
the MISI framework for informed source separation (ISS). The
idea was to extend the fixed-threshold confidence domain (τ =
0.8) in [14] to a MISI framework where the re-mixing error
was distributed based on a signal activity function D(m). The
iterative signal reconstruction at the kth iteration is given by:

Ŝ
(k)
j (m) = Ψj(m)

(
G(Ŝ

(k−1)
j ) +

E(m)

D(m)

)
(6)

where Ψj is defined as the confidence domain assigned 1 for
αj(m) > ρ and otherwise 0 with ρ as a constant threshold, and
D(n,m) =

∑
j Ψj(n,m).

2.5. Consistent Wiener Filter

Finally, the authors in [9] proposed to use consistent Wiener
filter which applies the consistency constraint to solve the con-
strained optimization in the classical Wiener filter. Estimating

a new Wiener filter by imposing the consistency constraint they
showed:

Ŝ
(k+1)
j ←

Y (m)∑
k �=j αk(m)

+ γG(Ŝ
(k)
j )

1
αj(m)

+ 1∑
k �=j αk(m)

+ γ
. (7)

According to the results reported in [14], consistent Wiener fil-
ter achieved improved signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) at the
cost of lower signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) compared to the
partial phase reconstruction (PPR). The consistent Wiener fil-
tering required to resort to ad-hoc adjustments on key parameter
and converges at a slower rate compared to PPR.

3. Proposed Signal-dependent Partial Phase
Estimation

3.1. Cramer Rao Lower bound Justification for Sinusoidal-
based Confidence Domain

Instead of employing the fixed-threshold confidence domain for
phase estimation, we argue that we rely on the sinusoidal com-
ponents estimated from the magnitude spectra of the sources
as the confidence domain. According to [18], the Cramer Rao
Band (CRB) of phase estimation for one sinusoid in noise, given
its fundamental frequency and known/unknown amplitude, is
given by

CRB(φl|ω0) =
2σ2

l D

N
(8)

where D = diag 1
A2

l
, N is the data length, and SNRl =

A2
l

σ2
l
is

the local signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the individual sinusoid.
Then the asymptotic variance for the Cramer Rao Band (CRB)
is V ar{φ̂l} =

2σ2
l

NA2
l

. Hence, the phase estimation error is gov-
erned by the data length N as well as the local SNR of the l-th
sinusoidal component. This estimator asymptotically is unbi-
ased for large enough N [19], explaining improved phase esti-
mation performance for larger window length, as was reported
in [20]. On the other hand, the variance for the phase estima-
tion error gets the lowest at components with high SNRl, ar-
guably the sinusoidal components that exhibit the major impact
in terms of representation of the individual signals. Therefore, it
suffices to rely on the noisy phase of the Wiener filtered source
spectra at a set of sinusoidal components as signal-dependent
confidence domain. This choice is also supported by earlier
founding that the noisy phase is a reasonable estimate for the
clean phase spectrum for signal components with local signal-
to-noise ratio of larger than 6 decibels [21]. The frequencies of
sinusoids are indexed as l ∈ [1, L] where L is the model order
of sinusoids (here assumed fixed and known). As a proof of
concept, Figure 2 shows how phase difference from one frame
to another follows the harmonic structure of spectrogram. As
expected, at sinusoidal trajectories, due to the high SNRl given
by (8), the variance of the phase estimation error gets the low-
est. Hamming window and Chebyshev windows are chosen in
order to maintain a better resolution for the harmonic structure
in spectrogram and phase difference plots, respectively.

3.2. Estimating Sinusoidal-based Confidence Domain

A sinusoidal model is employed to the Wiener filtered magni-
tude spectrum estimate of each jth source j ∈ [1, J ], at each
short-time frame due to speech non-stationarity, to find the max-
imum likelihood sinusoidal components (of fixed model order
L) which are composed of amplitude, frequency and phase. To
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Figure 2: Spectrograms using Hamming window (left) and the phase
difference spectrum between consecutive frames using Chebyshev win-
dow of dynamic range 40 dB (right) for a clean female speech signal.
The results are shown for L = 40 number of sinusoids.

this end, we employ peak picking as proposed in [22]. Let the
jth source as sj(n) consist of a set of complex sinusoids and
additive noise written for n = 0, . . . , N − 1 as

sj(n) =
L∑

l=1

aj,le
jωj,ln + ej(n), (9)

where ej(n) is additive noise, l is an index that refers to
the lth sinusoidal component characterized by [Aj ,ωj ,φj ]

where Aj = [Aj,1Aj,2 · · ·Aj,L]
T , ωj = [ωj,1ωj,2 · · ·ωj,L]

T ,
φj = [φj,1φj,2 · · · φj,L]

T denote the jth source’s amplitude,
frequency and phase vectors, respectively, each of size L × 1,
and L being the model order of sinusoids for the desired signal,
l refers to the lth sinusoid with l ∈ [1, L], ωj,l is the frequency
of the lth sinusoid, aj,l = Aj,le

jφj,l are the complex-value
amplitudes for speech for the lth sinusoid where Aj,l’s are non-
zero, real amplitude and φj,l’s are the phase. Note in this work
we have no access to the clean phase of sinusoids for individ-
ual sources and we only have an estimation of the amplitude
and frequencies of sinusoids obtained from the Wiener filtered
magnitude spectra. The output of the sinusoidal-based confi-
dence domain are Ωj,sin given by the frequency of sinusoids
ωj andAj .
3.3. Error Redistribution in Sinusoidal Domain

The frequencies of sinusoids given by sinusoidal model are used
to define the sinusoidal-based confidence domain defined as:
Ωj,sin = {ωj,l}Ll=1. While the proposed sinusoidal-based con-
fidence domain is employed to select where to keep the mix-
ture phase and where to iteratively modify it, we further extend
the phase estimation algorithm to the MISI framework by re-
distributing the re-mixing error E according to some signal-
activity function to be defined by sinusoidal model. To this
end, we employ the amplitude of the selected sinusoids to ob-
tain the speech presence probability (spp) contributed by the
lth sinusoidal component defined as pj,l =

Aj,l∑L
l

Aj,l
and we

have 0 ≤ pj,l ≤ 1 where Ωj,sin refers to the sinusoidal confi-
dence domain, defined as Ψj,sin(m) = pj,m if (n,m) ∈ Ωj,sin
and otherwise it is assigned to 0. The estimated complex spec-
trum at the kth iteration is given by distributing error on the
sinusoidal components while keeping the phase as mixture for
(n,m) ∈ Ωj,sin and updating the phase based on G&L for
(n,m) /∈ Ωj,sin and we have:

Ŝ
(k+1)
j =

{
G(Ŝ

(k)
j ) + p(Ωj |Y)E for (n,m) /∈ Ωj,sin

αjY + p(Ωj |Y)E for (n,m) ∈ Ωj,sin

(10)
where following Bayes formula, we define p(Ωj,sin|Y) as the
posterior probability of choosing Ωj,sin given the observation,

Algorithm 1 Iterative sinusoidal-based phase estimation
1: [ŝ1(n), ŝ2(n)]=function(α2,α2,Y)
2: Given the Wiener filter magnitude spectrum estimates Ŝj = αjY with

j ∈ [1, J], a sinusoidal model is used to estimateL sinusoidal components
θ̂j,l = {Âj,l, ω̂j,l, φ̂j,l}L

l=1.
3: Sinusoidal confidence domain Ωj,sin = {ωj,l}L

l=1

4: Sinusoidal-based speech presence probability pj,l

5: p(Ωj |Y) defined in (11)
6: Calculate Ŝ(k+1)

j using (10)
7: Do iterations for k ≤ K .

as:
p(Ωj,sin|Y) =

pj,lp(Ωj,sin)∑
j pj,l

, (11)

indicating the relative contribution of each source with respect
to the other one in the observed mixture. We further assume
equal probability for both speaker classes, i.e., p(Ωj,sin) = 0.5.

As a proof of concept, Figure 3 shows the principle of the
proposed sinusoidal-based confidence domain and compares it
with a fixed-threshold confidence domain as suggested by [14].
The proposed sinusoidal confidence domain is represented by
the frequencies of sinusoids (middle panel). Furthermore, the
amplitude of sinusoids are used to find the speech presence
probability contributed by each lth sinusoid of the jth speaker
as defined by pj,l (bottom panel). The steps required in the pro-
posed phase estimation algorithm are presented and itemized in
Algorithm 1. The iterative calculations are performed on the
whole signal.
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Figure 3: Showing (top) ideal Wiener filters along with the estimated
magnitude spectrum using fixed threshold confidence domain in (PPR)
using τ = 0.8, (middle) sinusoidal confidence domain and the esti-
mated magnitude spectrum, and (bottom) speech presence probability
of sinusoidal confidence domain.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Experimental Setup

In our experiments, we chose the GRID corpus database [5].
We randomly chose 20 speakers utterances (10 male and 10 fe-
male) and mixed them at 0 decibels signal-to-signal ratio. As
our frame setup we chose 32 ms as window length and 4 ms
as frameshift. As our benchmarks, we report the results of
PPR [14], ISSIR [7], GS [8], GL [17], consistent Wiener fil-
ter [9] and the Wiener filter. From our experiment, we found
that the recommended value of the threshold τ = 0.8 and the
number of iterationsK = 20 as in [14] leads to the best perfor-
mance for the speech separation scenario. For ISSIR, following
the recommendation in [7], we chose ρ = 0.01 and K = 100.
For the consistent Wiener filter presented in [9], we followed
the same strategy of gradually increasing an initialized small
γ value to impose the consistency constraint to the Wiener fil-
ter. For Griffin and Lim [17] as well as Gunawan and Sen [8],
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we selected 200 iterations to ensure of their convergence. As
performance criteria, we report BSS-EVAL composed of SDR,
SIR, and signal-to-artifact ratio (SAR) all measured in decibels.

4.2. Impact of Sinusoidal Model Order and Iterations

We studied the performance of the proposed method for a range
of number iterations (0 < K < 50) and sinusoidal model order
(5 < L < 45). From the results, we optimize for the model
order of L = 10 and the iterations number ofK = 30.

4.3. Overall Phase estimation Performance Compared to
Benchmarks

4.3.1. Oracle Scenario

We report the convergence behavior of the proposed phase es-
timation algorithm versus others for oracle scenario. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 4. The proposed method achieves the
fastest convergence among the others with slight improved per-
formance in SDR and SAR compared to PPR [14]. The consis-
tent Wiener filter achieves the highest SDR score, however suf-
fers from a slow convergence before providing a high enough
SIR performance. Both GS and GL provide large enough SIR
but at the expense of significantly low SDR and SAR values,
which is similar to the results reported for music source sepa-
ration in [7, 14, 15]. Following the results reported in [10], IS-
SIR achieves slightly degraded performance compared to PPR
in [14] for oracle scenario.
4.3.2. Quantized Scenario

To evaluate the robustness of the different phase estimation al-
gorithm we consider the quantized magnitude spectrum sce-
nario before producing the Wiener filters as inputs to phase
estimation algorithms. The complex signal spectra are cor-
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Figure 4: Showing the BSS EVAL: (left) SDR, (middle) SIR, and
(right) SAR calculated for different phase estimation algorithms ver-
sus the number of iterations. The magnitude spectra are obtained by
oracle Wiener filter.

Figure 5: Simulating magnitude spectrum scenario by adding AWGN
noise to each source samples.
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Figure 6: Showing the BSS EVAL results for quantized magnitude
scenario measured by 0 ≤ SQNR ≤ 60 decibels: (left) SDR, (mid-
dle) SIR, and (right) SAR all measured in decibels for different phase
estimation algorithms.

rupted with additive white Gaussian noise at a range of 0 ≤
SQNRin ≤ 60 with 10 decibels stepsize (see Figure 5). The
BSS EVAL results are shown in Figure 6. The proposed method
shows a robust performance with slightly improved SDR and
SAR scores compared to PPR (with fixed threshold confidence
domain) [14]. Again, consistent Wiener filter performs best in
terms of SDR but at the expense of lower SIR performance com-
pared to the proposed method as well as with a lower conver-
gence rate (Figure 4). For 0 ≤ SQNRin ≤ 20 ISSIR presents
better SIR performance compared to the proposed method, PPR
and consistent Wiener filter but at the expense of a lower SDR
and SAR. Both GL and GS again provide very high SIR perfor-
mance for large SQNR scenarios (low quantization error), but
only at the expense of getting a significantly lower SDR and
SAR. Informal listening tests showed that the proposed method
leads to reduced trace of interference in the separated phase-
estimated source signals1.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an iterative sinusoidal-based phase
reconstruction algorithm for single-channel source separation.
To this end, as the first step, we suggested a new signal-
dependent confidence domain estimated by applying sinusoidal
model on Wiener filtered magnitude spectra. Furthermore, we
extended the previous iterative remixing error redistribution in
fullband spectra to sinusoidal domain. The proposed method
leads to an improved or at least a comparable separation perfor-
mance compared to other recent state-of-the-art phase estima-
tion methods. We argue that the choice of sinusoidal compo-
nents as the confidence domain is supported by the high local
signal-to-noise ratio of these spectral components, as well as a
lower estimation error variance, rendering the phase estimates
as a reliable one.

The proposed method requires to maintain the noisy phase
at sinusoidal components only (as low as 10 sinusoids), ar-
guably lower in dimension than the previous STFT (fullband)
scenario with a fixed threshold. Therefore, in audio coding ap-
plication for example, it is possible to transmit less information
about the noisy phase i.e. at sinusoids only rather than the full-
band STFT, when reconstructing the signal at the receiver end.
The proposed method, among the others, balances a tradeoff
between improved signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) and signal-
to-interference (SIR) without degradation in signal-to-artifact
(SAR).

1Some audio wave files are available at the following link:
http://www.spsc.tugraz.at/IS2013phase
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